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International High Dividend Equity Strategy
Q2 2019 Commentary
Market and Economic Review
Global equity markets continued to move higher in Q2 2019 against a backdrop of historically wide
equity risk premiums, more range-bound trends in near-term corporate profitability and lingering
uncertainties on trade tariffs. Aiding the recovery in asset prices this year, following a more
challenging period for performance in 2018, are renewed signs that monetary policy near-term is
likely to be more accommodative than was earlier expected. Markets also welcomed news that
China and the US reached some concessions and agreed to resume trade negotiations following a
stalemate at the beginning of the quarter. In this environment of renewed risk-taking, equities and
fixed income both appreciated, junk bonds underperformed investment grade bonds, long-term
interest rates fell and the US Dollar remained largely range-bound.
In the quarter, performance was led by cyclical sectors including Information Technology,
Consumer Discretionary, Industrials, Financials and Materials. By region, Western Europe
outperformed Asia Pacific and Developed Markets outperformed Emerging Markets. By style class,
we experienced a mix of headwinds and tailwinds as value underperformed growth and large caps
outperformed small caps.
With momentum-based strategies having led markets higher on a multi-year basis, adhering to the
price disciplines of low price earnings and high dividend yield has become all the more important in
providing satisfactory absolute and risk-adjusted returns. We believe that our strategy of buying
shares in strong companies, at attractive valuations and holding them for the long-term (i.e. 5 years)
remains attractive in this environment. This is especially in light of the meaningful
underperformance over several years of international value equities relative to other asset classes,
which could now begin to normalize.
Portfolio Performance
We outperformed the MSCI ACWI ex US and MSCI EAFE Value indices this quarter while
underperforming the MSCI EAFE index as value stocks underperformed growth stocks by a wide
margin of over 400 basis points. We continue to believe that our strategy, which invests in highquality companies at reasonable valuations, is well positioned to outperform over a full market
cycle while taking on less risk as measured by beta, standard deviation and/or down-market capture.
Since
Q2
YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year Incept*
SCCM Intl High Div (gross)
3.6
12.6
2.1
5.5
1.0
6.4
6.2
SCCM Intl High Div (net)
3.5
12.4
1.5
4.9
0.3
5.7
5.5
MSCI EAFE
3.7
14.0
1.1
9.1
2.3
6.9
5.6
MSCI ACWI ex US
3.0
13.6
1.3
9.4
2.2
6.5
6.1
*August 31, 2004. Performance for periods greater than 1 year is annualized.
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Sector Attrribution
The largesst contributorr to relative performancee was our stoock selectionn across a m
mix of both ccyclical
and non-ccyclical secttors, includin
ng Utilities,, Financials
ls, Real Esttate, Materiials, Health Care,
Industrials
ls and Communication Services. Performance
P
e was led bby a group of world-lleading
companiess with strong
g balance sheeets, proven track recordds of innovattion and porrtfolio optim
mization
initiatives,, including Ib
berdrola, Zu
urich Insuran
nce, Allianz, Ascendas R
REIT, Norilssk Nickel, N
Novartis
and Siemeens. Our rellative perforrmance also
o benefited ffrom our unnderweight allocation too Real
Estate and
d Materials and our ov
verweight alllocation to F
Financials and Utilitiees. We madee these
allocation decisions based
b
on thee visibility and sustainnability of fu
future divideend streamss while
looking to avoid comp
panies with high
h
levels of financial aand/or operatting leveragee.
The largesst detractor from relativ
ve performaance was ouur underweiight allocatiion to Indusstrials,
Informatio
on Technollogy and Co
onsumer Diiscretionary as well as our overweeight allocattion to
Energy an
nd Health Care.
C
Given our portfolio’s non-cycclical bias, oour performaance in the qquarter
lagged as cyclical hiigh-beta secctors led th
he way highher. We rem
main comfoortable withh these
allocation decisions baased on valu
uations and the
t long-term
m outlook foor our portfoolio companiies and
o find new, attractively valued investment oppoortunities acrross a numbber of sectorss. Also
continue to
detracting from relativ
ve performaance was ou
ur stock seleection in Coonsumer Staaples, Inform
mation
Technolog
gy, Energy and Consu
umer Discreetionary. Caash detracteed from relaative perforrmance
during the quarter.

Source: Blloomberg, 06/330/2019.
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Country Attribution
A
The largesst contributo
or to relativee performance was our underweighht allocation to Japan aand our
overweigh
ht allocation
n to Switzerrland, Russsia and Sin
ngapore. Accross these countries, strong
performerss were high--quality com
mpanies trad
ding at reasoonable valuaations acrosss both cycliccal and
non-cycliccal sectors, including Zurich
Z
Insurrance, Nestlle, Norilsk Nickel, Asscendas REIIT and
United Ov
verseas Bank
k. Stock sellection aided
d relative peerformance iin Spain, Ja
Japan and Irreland,
where we benefited fro
om our expo
osure to com
mpanies posittioned withinn well-structtured markeets with
ock-specific catalysts, in
ncluding Ibeerdrola, Nipppon Telegraaph & Telepphone and S
Smurfit
unique sto
Kappa.
The largesst detractor from relativ
ve performan
nce was ourr stock selecction in the United Kin
ngdom,
China, Frrance and th
he Netherla
ands, where a subset off our portfollio holdingss was impaccted by
sector-leveel headwind
ds and transsient stock-specific devvelopments; neverthelesss, we expeect the
affected co
ompanies to
o continue generating
g
a stream of ggrowing earrnings and ddividends ovver the
long term. Our relative performan
nce was also
o impacted bby our underrweight alloccation to Au
ustralia
and France and ourr overweigh
ht allocation
n to the Un
nited Kingddom and Caanada. We retain
m outlook of our
confidencee in our alllocation deccisions baseed on valuaations and tthe long-term
portfolio companies.
c
Cash
C
detracteed from relattive perform
mance duringg the quarter..

Source: Blloomberg, 06/330/2019.
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Purchases:
UPM-Kymmene Oyj
Finland
Materials
UPM-Kymmene Oyj (UPM) is a Finnish global forest products company with core businesses in
printing papers, label materials (raflatac), wood products and pulp. While the company has
historically been seen as a pulp producer, UPM has since evolved into a cutting-edge, renewables,
recyclable, emission-efficient, bio-products integrated supplier. Management has done an
exceptional job taking costs out from its declining paper business and improving margins in its pulp
business by expanding into lower-cost production bases in South America that should translate into
meaningful earnings growth over the coming years. Additionally, as the second largest supplier of
raflatac globally, UPM has exposure to structurally growing markets as e-commerce and packaging
needs expand and diversify. The company is also a global leader in sustainable solutions given its
exposure to biofuels and bio-chemicals that can be used in the production of biodiesel and biodegradable plastics. This represents a source of incremental demand for UPM’s products, as
increasing environmental regulations and carbon-conscious consumers drive changes in
consumption habits in the energy, hygiene, food packaging, retail and other industries. While the
company operates within a cyclical industry, UPM offers a relatively more defensive exposure
given its diversification into divisions that are less cyclical and more profitable relative to its
traditional graphic and printing paper business. We believe that industry consolidation and the
company’s more diversified exposure can translate into above-average margins through the cycle,
supported by limited anticipated capacity expansions in the global pulp market. In addition, the
company’s balance sheet strength in terms of a near-net-cash position and a free cash flow yield of
nearly 10%, supports its progressive dividend policy. Despite these long term catalysts and leading
market positions, shares of UPM trade at a discount to both global peers and its own history. Shares
of the company are valued at 11.0 times forward earnings and offer a 5.9% forward dividend yield.

Sales:
Alcon
Switzerland
Healthcare
We sold our position in Alcon, a vision care provider that was spun out of Novartis, one of our core
portfolio holdings. Alcon’s assets encompass both ophthalmic surgical equipment, intraocular
lenses, contact lenses and other ocular health products. While the company is in a stronger position
following a restructuring program initiated by Novartis and has several promising pipeline assets,
we believe that Novartis has retained the more profitable vision care pharmaceutical assets.
Moreover, Alcon does not pay a dividend, so we decided to reallocate capital to more attractive
alternatives in the space.
Vodafone
United Kingdom
Communication Services
We sold our position in Vodafone, a British mobile telecommunications operator, following the
company’s decision to rebase its dividend. While the forward dividend yield remains above 6%, we
believe that the company’s ability to return to dividend growth will be challenged going forward.
Moreover, we find a better combination of dividend yield and growth among other names in our
portfolio and have consequently decided to reallocate this capital into more attractive alternatives.
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Outlook
We contin
nue to believ
ve that our sttrategy is well
w positioneed from a loong-term perrspective givven the
strong ou
utperformancce potentiaal from a reversal oof the histtorically exxtreme mullti-year
underperfo
ormance of 1)
1 internation
nal versus US
U equities aand 2) value versus grow
wth equities. In this
CI World Inndex in
regard, intternational equities curreently have among
a
the loowest weighht in the MSC
40 years, at 37.3% veersus their lo
ong-term av
verage weighht of 51.4%,, as the perfformance off world
equities is being domiinated by a narrow
n
grou
up of US-dom
miciled largee capitalizattion growth stocks.
Notably, in
nternational value equitties are curreently more ffavorably vaalued versus both internnational
growth equ
uities and in
nternational sovereign bo
onds than thhey have beeen during 955% of periodds over
the last 20
0 years. Inteernational grrowth equitiies, while hhaving someewhat higherr earnings ggrowth,
appear to be fully valu
ued at over 20 times fo
orward earniings. Furtherr, value as a style remaains the
most out of
o favor sincce the Tech Bubble, folllowing whicch MSCI W
World Value rreturned 75%
% over
the next 7 years (Marrch 2000 – Feb 2007) while MSCI World Grrowth postedd negative rreturns.
Thus, our internationaal value strattegy offers the
t patient l ong-term innvestor with the opportuunity to
benefit fro
om the norm
malization of
o two majo
or discounts of meaninggful proporttion, all thee while
collecting an attractivee near 5.0% dividend pay
yment.
In much of the developed world, extensive
e
mo
onetary policcy interventtions by centtral banks haave led
to over $10 trillion off bonds glob
bally having a negative yyield, with tthis figure m
more than dooubling
when considering bon
nds with a negative reeal yield, deefined as a yield lowerr than the rrate of
inflation. As
A the figuree below illusstrates, the average
a
dividdend yield oon our portfoolio far exceeeds the
yield offerred by passive US and international
i
l equity bennchmarks as well as sevveral sovereign and
corporate fixed incom
me products. In fact, the average divvidend yield on our porttfolio compaanies is
currently over
o
four tim
mes as high as the yield
d available oon bonds issuued by thesee same comppanies.
Additionallly, our portffolio compan
nies have meaningfully
m
grown theirr dividends oover the longg-term,
whereas yiields on fixeed income do
o not grow, which
w
makess the compaarison even m
more dramatic. It is
interesting
g to note thatt several of our
o well positioned holddings with loow balance ssheet leveragge have
been takin
ng advantage of the currrent low in
nterest rates . Thus, a pportfolio of high-qualityy value
equities lik
ke ours, witth a sustainaable and gro
owing divideend yield annd low balannce sheet levverage,
appears atttractive from
m a long-term
m standpointt relative to oother low-yiielding asset classes.

Source: Blooomberg, SCCM
M Research, 6/330/2019.
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We currently are experiencing the third episode of an earnings slowdown since the global economic
recovery began in 2009. The first two such episodes in 2011-2012 (US and EU government debt
crises) and 2015-2016 (China slowdown and crude oil at $26/barrel) turned out to be buying
opportunities as earnings growth resumed after a few quarters of stagnation. Presently, earnings are
weak in early-cycle industries such as autos, materials, construction, capital goods, retailing,
semiconductors, banks and life insurance. These industries, in many cases, are being held back by a
combination of cyclical and structural factors including rising trade tensions, falling interest rates,
slowing economic growth and technological disruption. While a short-term truce in the trade war
between the United States and China would be positive, it may come at a cost to the operating
margins of companies with complex global supply chains as they look to onshore some of their
production to insulate themselves from future such disruptions. Brexit, which also largely relates to
trade, is difficult to model and thus, in making our long-term investment decisions, we are not
relying on any key assumptions here. Though it is tempting to forecast that near-record low interest
rates must at some point mean-revert, there is no certainty of if and when this may occur. Thus, we
tend to prefer investments which can perform well irrespective of the interest rate environment and
this, in part, explains our long-standing overweight allocation to property & casualty insurers,
which rely on underwriting results as opposed to banks in Europe which largely depend on interest
rates. On technological disruption, much judgement is required as not every so-called disrupted
company may be truly disrupted and most disruptors may not be worthwhile investments,
particularly in light of their current valuations. While we remain meaningfully underweight
companies which are experiencing several of these near-term earnings headwinds, we continue to
patiently analyze potential investment opportunities in this space using our disciplined value
approach.
It is worth noting that the best periods for equity returns have usually followed challenging
environments as valuations tend to become more attractive and earnings have room to recover.
Conversely, equity returns tend to struggle after periods of euphoria and high valuations, including
in the case of internet/technology companies in 2000 and commercial/investment banks in 2007.
Currently, this set of conditions appears present in highly-valued concept stocks in the consumer
discretionary and information technology sectors globally which have significantly outperformed
over the last seven years. Historically, when one sector majorly outperforms, this leads to higher
valuations, elevated expectations and a flow of capital which tends to drive down prospective
returns. A case in point here is the high valuations ascribed to many innovative companies in
currently fast-growing areas such as cannabis, cryptocurrencies, space tourism, digital marketing
and the sharing economy. These companies continue to generate substantial losses more than ten
years after their founding and this raises the question of whether they have sound business models
which will allow them to survive an economic downturn and/or a more difficult environment for
venture capital funding. Liquidity conditions across various investments is another concern. The
recent meaningful outflows at some prominent fund management firms which chose to invest in
private or less liquid securities that came under sudden and unexpected pressure are a clear indicator
that risks remain in several more exotic passive investment vehicles, which may have similar
exposures and have hitherto not been tested by a meaningful market dislocation. We believe that
over the long-term, fundamentals-driven active value investing could potentially deliver meaningful
outperformance relative to passive, less attractively valued, technically-driven momentum ETFs.
Hence, as always, we look to tune out the popular fads of the day while remaining committed to
applying our disciplined value approach to investing over the long-term, with the goal of generating
robust absolute and risk-adjusted returns.
With equity price multiples having recovered to historical norms, going forward we believe that the
bulk of returns will be generated via the components of dividend yield and earnings/dividend
growth, which is in line with the long-term norm of equity markets globally. On both these
20190719.77676
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measures we are well positioned with a higher 4.9% dividend yield and a more sustainable dividend
growth profile relative to the benchmark MSCI EAFE. After an exceptionally strong year of
dividend growth in 2018, the trend has continued so far in 2019, with 86% of our portfolio
companies which have declared dividends having raised their dividend payments by an average of
9.5% YoY. In this regard, strong dividend increasers include Norilsk Nickel, United Overseas
Bank, Nippon Telegraph & Telephone, NN Group, Manulife Financial, BOC Hong Kong,
Telefonica Brasil, Allianz, Smurfit Kappa, Honda Motor and Imperial Brands. With strong balance
sheets and continued earnings growth, we anticipate that this trend will continue in 2019 and
beyond.

Best Regards,
Jim Cullen – Portfolio Manager
Rahul Sharma – Portfolio Manager
Pravir Singh, CFA – Director of International Research
Anuca Laudat, CFA – Analyst

Disclosure: Schafer Cullen Capital Management (SCCM or the “Adviser”) is an independent investment advisor registered under the
Investment Advisers Act of 1940. This information should not be used as the primary basis for any investment decision nor should it be
considered as advice to meet your particular investment needs. The portfolio securities and sector weights may change at any time at
the discretion of the Adviser. It should not be assumed that any security transactions, holdings or sectors discussed were or will be
profitable, or that future recommendations or decisions will be profitable or equal the investment performance discussed herein.
Investing in equity securities is speculative and involves substantial risk.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Market conditions can vary widely over time and can result in a loss of portfolio
value. Individual account performance results will vary and will not match that of the composite or model. This variance depends on
factors such as market conditions at the time of investment, and / or investment restrictions imposed by a client which may cause an
account to either outperform or underperform the composite or model’s performance. A list of all recommendations made by SCCM
within the immediately preceding period of not less than one year is available upon request.
The strategy depicted in this report has been managed in accordance with the investment objectives of the strategy as determined by
the Adviser. The Adviser has selected benchmarks, which in their opinion closely resemble the style of the securities held in the
composite or model portfolio of the strategy (e.g. large cap value, small cap value, international, etc.). The securities held in the
composite or model are actively managed while the benchmark index is not. Investors should be aware that the Adviser makes no
attempt to match the portfolio securities, or the security weightings of the benchmark. The composite or model’s performance will be
affected greater by the price movements of individual securities as the composite or model is more concentrated, generally less than
100 securities, while a comparative benchmark will generally have between 500 and 2,500 securities where individual security price
movements have a lesser affect. An individual cannot invest directly in an index.
In the case where this report displays model results, please be aware that such results do not represent actual trading and that results
may not reflect the impact that material economic and market factors might have had on the Adviser's decision-making if the Adviser
were actually managing clients' money.
Model and actual results reflect the deduction of advisory fees, brokerage or other commissions, and any other expenses that a client
would have paid or actually paid (Net of Fee performance) and reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings.
Schafer Cullen Capital Management, Inc. makes no representation that the use of this material can in and of itself be used to determine
which securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them; SCCM makes no representation, either directly or indirectly, that any graph,
chart, formula or other device being offered herein will assist any person in making their own decisions as to which securities to buy,
sell, or when to buy or sell them.
All opinions expressed constitute Schafer Cullen Capital Management’s judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change
without notice.
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Appendix: Portfolio Exposure and Characteristics as of 06/30/2019
Portfolio Exposure
Sectors

% Asset

Regions

% Asset

Communication Services
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Energy
Financials
Health Care
Industrials
Information Technology
Materials
Real Estate
Utilities
Cash
Total

8.6
5.4
10.8
7.1
26.1
15.7
7.4
1.4
6.2
0.0
4.3
4.1
100.0

Developed Asia Pacific
Continental Europe
United Kingdom
North America
Asia Pacific Emerging
Latin America
EMEA

14.1
52.9
17.6
4.4
3.0
1.9
2.0

Developed Markets
Emerging Markets
Cash
Total

89.0
6.9
4.1
100.0

Top 10 Countries

Top 10 Holdings

United Kingdom
Switzerland
Germany
France
Singapore
Netherlands
Canada
Japan
Australia
Spain

17.6
17.1
11.5
10.1
5.5
4.8
4.4
4.0
3.0
2.8

Novartis
Nestle
Roche Holding
Zurich Insurance Group
Sonic Healthcare
Allianz
Iberdrola
Ascendas REIT
United Overseas Bank
Total SA

4.0
3.5
3.4
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.7

Portfolio Characteristics
Forward Forward
Q2 19
Price /
Dividend LT Debt /
Earnings
Yield
Capital

Est.
LT DPS
Growth

Est.
LT EPS
Growth

Q2 19
Market
Cap

SCCM Intl High Dividend

13.1

4.9

31.4

8.0

9.6

$85.1

MSCI EAFE Index

15.2

3.6

29.4

7.5

10.1

$67.0

Source: SCCM Research, BCA Research, Bloomberg
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